
Covid-19: 
Market Analysis & 

What should your event
marketing function be 
focussed on now?

Insight Strategies  



Building a more valuable relationship with your audience
Live events will come back, but to return to exactly 

what we left before CV-19 would leave behind an 

opportunity that the industry has talked about for 

years but never realised. 

lay out an approach for you to adopt both as a defensive response to

audience for a stronger future

This is the moment to break out of our event cycle, 
expand our product offerings and reinvent how we meet 
our customer needs and build new revenue generating 
digital services.  

Our research earlier this year identified that the following 
5 capabilities would be needed for organisers to thrive in 
the intra and post covid eras: 

1.  Financial resilience – The capacity to withstand not 
only initial restrictions, but also possible further 
clampdowns and the broader impact of recession

2.  Market insight & analysis – The ability to monitor 
customer needs for both business planning and to 
develop new product lines to monetise deeper and more valuable relationships with their audience.

3.  Compelling & safe events – Refreshed event 
experiences that support their customers to safely 
achieve excellent results 

We hope that these thoughts and recommendations contribute to your 
own nuanced response to Coronavirus

With best wishes,

4.  Digital imperative – Deeply embedded digital skills 
and abilities that build more effective and far reaching 
events for their communities

Sam North, David Langrish

5.  Skills & talent – New structures, skills and 
development plans built around teams to help them 
quickly win back and support customers

 

 

It examines the following systematic process: 

- (Re)Focus on your audience

- Understand the new market landscape

- Ensure relevance

- Maximising your reach

- A different product cycle

- Underpinned by people

event organisers can both rebuild from this crisis and go on to develop
Taken in combination these steps form essential foundations from which 

CV-19, and as an ambitious reimagining of the relationship with your

In this report we take a deeper dive into market insights & analysis and

- Understand the new landscape



Step 1 – (Re)Focus on your audience

✓ Review your personas and redetermine their core challenges and opportunities

✓ Establish their digital habits, resources used and the value they place on them

✓Map their needs and outcomes and which can be met digitally Vs live

✓ Commit to the core purpose and benefits of your new product(s)

Outcome - A clear focus on your customers needs, digital value and your product 
response

Step 2 – Understand the new landscape

✓Map the market with a digital focus 

✓ Competitor analysis and identify how the market monetises digital 

✓ Establish your new products unique positioning

Outcome - Understanding of opportunity in the market and where you need to be 
positioned to be unique and succeed 



Step 3 – Ensure relevance

✓ Define value proposition and messaging 

✓ Establish loyalty and expectation from your brand 

✓ Define your audiences’ core content themes 

Outcome - Clear branding, value proposition, messaging and content strategy to 
ensure cut through 

Step 4 – Maximising your reach

✓ Review/clean/build data with full understanding of segments and engagement 

✓ Build your social communities in size and engagement 

✓ Affiliate programmes; build new partnerships / influencers to carry message 

Outcome - Confidence in market coverage and targeting in the right areas to the 
right people 



Step 5 – A different product cycle

✓ Reflect a new product cycle in terms of planning and promotion 

✓ Utilise effective channels based on insights 

✓ Set new KPIs and benchmarks to track product and marketing performance 

Outcome - Fit for purpose planning cycle, reporting and KPIs

Step 6 – Underpinned by people

✓ Co-create community focused digital vision with team

✓ Team/skills; map the skills and resource needed 

✓ Immerse and learn vs recruit and experts

✓ Team aligned to required skill sets needed to deliver

Outcome – Motivated team with skill sets needed to deliver the vision



• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

1 Audience ✓

• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

Market 

Landscape 
2 ✓

• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

3 Relevance ✓

• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

4 Reach ✓

• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

5 Processes ✓

• Actions to take: 

• Challenges we’ll face:  

6 People ✓

Use this to map out your strategic plan, focus your efforts,        
and identify any challenges you will face



The impact of CV-19 will be felt long after our industry has been able to 
reopen its doors for live events.

Major changes to our served markets and the impacts of recession will 
challenge all organisers to create compelling events, precisely as they 
become harder to convince to attend in person.

Developing new digital services can provide a path to remaining 
relevant and maximising reach during this time, and also allow
organisers to access budget pots and customer groups that have not 
been accessible in the past, softening the blow of reduced exhibitor 
spend and laying powerful foundations for the future.

Our goal in creating this guide is to offer a systematic process that any 
organiser can use to assess what these opportunities mean to their 
business.

Doing so objectively, and implementing these changes amongst 
todays many business pressures can be challenging, and Inflection 
Point and its strategic partners are on hand to help you through 
this time and onward to your broader commercial goals. 

To discuss your business needs and how we can support you please 
contact sam@inflection-point.co.uk. 

   

Market insight and strategy planning tools available for organisers 
include: 

          - Strategic Marketing Planning  model/process

          - Persona creation model/process 

          - Competitor landscape model/process

          - Market mapping model/process

          - Supplier segmentation and revenue forecast model

          - Value proposition model/process

          - Market size model/process

          - Message matrix model/process

          - Go to market plan model/process

          - Team organisational review model/process 

Summary



Beginning of the end 

or a new beginning?

Coronavirus 
and the global
events industry




